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Court balks
at Prop. 209

Skate or ’try’

Constitutionality
decision of threejudge panel stands,
’no impact’ at SJSU
fly Deriia Fehely
Entertainment Editor
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ream captain Eric Wylie wall -rides the Student Union Ampitheatre shortly before the event was shut down. In -line skating has
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"...Students wanted to
see a bitchin’ show but
instead we had to twinkle-toe around because
we could not get paperwork to the seven
administrative heads."
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heads," she said
In order for an event to take place on
the Ninth Street walkway adjacent to
the amphitheater, authorization must he
given by all the department heads of
nearby Inoldings.
"All I know is that they left their
scheduled area at the Amphitheater:
said Denntrous Sims, student assistant
to the University Police Department.
"They were told to go back and didn’t."
"IThe walkway) was safer and Medi
tated a better show," Wilshire countered.

Over 200 students stood in disap
point ment when the event was nit short
Before the abrupt finish, skater Dave
Cordoza laonched from the ramp and
pulled a flip which ignited the crowd
with excitement.
He was billowed by teammate Todd
Seligman who copied the feat on a hicy

cle. Both riders left students standing iii
awe of their talent
"It was cool lip until they got kick ii
out: said 18 -year old Cheryl Platon,
business market dig major who won
free Truck & Co. backpack by Samsonite
"I liked the ramp Those guys got
big air. I know it lot of my friends
line skating, too."
According to Wilshire. in line skating
is the fastest griming sport in the world
She said it allows individuals to express
themselves 111 their own way
"A housewife can skate with her bahy
in a stroller, college students might use
them for transportation ;Ind professom
’in line .4katesi Mr the
als like
extreme sport aspect," Wilshire said
"Besides that, it has mai14..1 living for rue
for 12 years"
Wilshire ...aid her team represents the
See
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was complying with the spirit
4if t he law, lie and other administration officials had taken a
wait -and-see stance, hoping the
Supreme Court would either
strike down the legislation or
provide imieh-needed clarification
Tile oniversity is now turning its etlorts to ensure it is
complying with the letter of the
law. -.aid Janet Redding, vice
for
university
presolent
Redding said
Adv:,ric,Illf.lit
the university is checking "its
pi Miles, proceiliin.s and pohli
cations to see it anything is out
of kilter with Prop. 209 " While
she admits there is still cause
for concern. Redding said
Monday’s decision was not
cause tor alarm
’I don’t think we should
1/111111’ It 1111. Supreme Court’s
decision nut to review the thenof Prop. 209," she
ret teal is.;
said
Professor of English Scott
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Watergate reporter Woodward relives 25-year-old scandal
By 7’errik Milner
Maii.iging Editor _
)ti .hine 17, 1972 at 2:10 till.. tive
men dressed in business suits :Ind stir
gical glove- %yen,. arrested at the
W’atet gate c.,1111/1VX, headquarters for
the Denim !AI lc National Committee
What followed was two ’,’,’;d I’S of
accosations, denials and news stories,
ciilminat mg in the resignation of then
President Itichard N1 Nixon ,ind the
indictment of 141.11:1111 111’ Illf1 President’s
former aides regarding what canie to
la. known As the Watergate (over op
fifth 1Voodward of the Vashington
hist spoke at Stmiffird University to if
st ;oniong room only audience of around
SOO people Toesdav night
1k:flinty...aril, who, :thing with fellow
teporter earl Bernstein, brought a
presidential administration to its
knees in the 70s, reflected hack to a
time nearly 25 years gone past ;111(1 its
effect on the present
was
a
milestone,"
"Watergate
Viiodwaril said "It had two unusual
things It had the Nixon tapes, which
gave cl,irit% to the situation. and it had
III,’ resignation fit Nixon. which V:ivf
the %%link. spectacle closure

The tapes, which surfaced due to the
media in 1973, hail several "gaps" one
as long as 18 and a half minutes, hot
,iicceeded in securing Nixim’s fate
"Even the Itepublicans turned
against Iiim at that point," VI;oodward
said -But I don’t think V/111.141,1111 mchid for imirmilisni, dt w.e, lost ,olaq
mg,
The levels to which the 11/11g ;111111 it
investigative reporting reached itc-nle
the Whit, House demmuleil
less than 100 percent acciirac%
1Voodward insisted that 1.4,th the
movie "All the President’s 7111.11.- 1/:1,1111
1111 the Woodward and Bernstein hook
years
of the
the
documenting
W’atergatt. reporting. And his own
meniorv failed in con\ eying the weight
of twci yoling reporters Woodward via,
29, Bernstein 281 taking steps which
had never been trod hetone
-The character of Ben Bradlee in the
All 01.0%4 it stAkf. 1.4
movie says,
freedom of the press, free speech and
possibly the future of the country:*
soil, referring to the
Vashingtori Post’s executive editor -All
these %ears, I thought he’d said. ’A very
iniportmit private port of ,,or anatomy
See W

licartl, page Ii

Hobert S.’rna Spoitill,, DM/
Bob Woodward, author and editor, is captured on video by a Stanford University dud, ence membPr Tuesday as 11f1 ’!id ke about the 1.1,4 :)C years (it lour rialism since the
Watergate scandal
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’Fashionably anal’ shouldn’t criticize those who don’t measure up
I you have ever dared to
vi ear ;1 Nike shirt with a
pair of Reebok shorts,
then you have probably failed
to realize that this is a major
no-no in the eyes of the fashnumbly anal
In the ey es of who’:’
You know, the type of peopie who i,i.alk out of their
dressed
house every In
head -to -toe in a certain name
brand of clothing, Just to
showcase their fashion sense
to the rest of the world
It is these people V. tifi

1

gawk, stare and ridicule others for their "ignorance" or
inability to dress to impress
I suppose they assume that
everyone else actually notices
or even cares that their
matching Adidas outfit is the
fashionably correct way to
dress, hut in reality. I think
most people could care less if
another person mixes Tominy
Hilliger attire with that of
Ralph Lauren
I admit, I too ;tin sometimes
tempted to match my Nike
hat with my Nike shirt, shorts

way because it
but
and shoes,
makes them feel
never have i gone
good. They obviousoverboard with this
ly enjoy sporting
fashion craze
the latest outfit
However, I do
displayed in the
why
understand
store, and if this is
those up-to -par in
the situation, then
the fashion world
I say to each his (or
would try so hard
her) own.
their
match
to
However, a prob.
name brand underwear with the same AMY BANKSTON lent develops when
label found in the side of their the fashion police overstep
their boundaries and criticize
shoes
In simple terms. the fash- those who don’t spend exorbiionably conscious dress this tant amounts of’ money to

Editorial

light of the Supreme Courts decision on
InMonday to not review the constitutionality
of Proposition 209, the initiative that
lianned consideration of race and gender in
government luring and contracts, we commend President Robert Caret’s commitment
to "keep the doors of opportunity open" for all
interested in serving San Jose State
University,
Unlike Caret’s recent decision to reinstate
the AFROTC, which was made under pressure from the federal government in order to
preserve Wend funding of SJSI. T itIld its pro
grains. t’aret has refused to waiver on the
issue of affirmative action.
Last November, Gov, Pete Wilson, Ward
citinerly and 54 percent of voting
Califonnans threw down the gauntlet. Caret
has picked it up, refusing to waiver in his coni
riot mint to the principles of affirmative action
If e principles of inclusion and equal oppor
tunny.
There is a cold, conservative wind blowing
across California. Caret has weathered the
the state’s political climate with aplomb. His
stance has shown him to be Wall of integrity
and moral conviction.
We only hope that his resolve will not
groups decide to level
weaken if (unser, at
lawsuits at the university
Because of the current admission proce
dures for most CSUs, students should not be
adversely affected by the Prop. 209 decision.
The hiring of fliculty and staff, however, is
in danger of being severely affected by the
upholding of Prop. 209.
We also recognize that affirmative action,
while praiseworthy in principle, can become
something less so in practice.
We urge Caret to be ever on the alert for
potential abuses of the system. When affirmative action is misused, it does a grave disservice to every one of its supporters.

Journey to discover your destiny
44

FI.shing

in Alaska? No,
’ve never been but my
friend knows this guy
that answered one of those ads
and got his fingers cut off working on a fishing boat."
I can’t count how many times
I have heard this story or variations of it. And I’m sure I’m not
the only one who has heard
them.
Well, I’m here to say that I’ve
been there, done that and after
three months at sea, waved
goodbye to the Alaskan coast
with all of my digits. It was a
trip I didn’t have to take but one worth taking.
And unfortunately, fewer members of the
younger generation are making the adventures
that are gradually becoming folldore about
appendages violently removed and the like.
I’m not talking about a tour of Europe that
your parents sponsored or a hotel, airfare and
three continental breakfast package to Cabo
San Lucas. I am however, talking about the
kind ofjourney that contributes to defining who
you are, not just another item on the "what I
did this summer" check-off list.
Yeah, I know you’ve got to take summer
school courses to finish college as quickly as
humanly possible, or you can’t just quit your $7
an hour job. Whatever the reason, everyone’s
got one. And besides, summer vacation is for
just that vacation. Why would any one in
their right mind do hard labor for vacation?
My answer: I didn’t like my $7 an hour job,
I’d been in college so long already it didn’t matter, and above all, I needed a defining experience in living separate from my day-to-day life,
Not to mention that hard work is good for the
soul.
Maybe the reason our generation lacks the
spirit of adventure comes from getting bogged
down in the routines of day-to-day living and
being unable to see the value of experiencing
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the unknown.
For me, working on a floating
fish factory in the middle of
nowhere was what I needed to do,
and I did it. But industrial fishing
or working in a logging camp in
Oregon realistically just isn’t for
everybody.
The adventures I’m referring
to do not necessarily need to be
labor intensive, but the cash is
definitely a perk. Currently my
younger sister, a non-Spanish
speaker, is living in Morelia,
about 100 miles northMexico
west of Mexico City for the sole
purpose of learning Spanish. She is not gutting
fish, not working 12 to 18 hour work days, but
she is doing it completely on her own and experiencing a new language, culture and way of
living with only herself to depend on. However
different our experiences may be, the essence of
what we bring back to our daily lives is the
same: a tested self-reliance, the wisdom that
can only come by doing and knowledge of the
unknown.
To whatever degree we may decide it to be,
we should all take advantage of the things
youth affords us and truly experience the world
we live in.
Take the time to plan and make arrangements in your day-to-day life. Believe it or not,
it will be there when you come back. Who
knows you may find that what you discover in
your new experiences is better than what
you’ve got now.
The people you’ll meet, the things you’ll see
and the things you’ll do justify the sacrifices.
Don’t just be the teller of someone else’s
storybe the story.
If you are thinking about working in Alaska
and have any questions, e-mail me at
jammehotmaileom
&imps S. (Tumulus :a Prtsludinn Ethic- ifthe *atm
Daily. His alum appears eery Thursday.
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ile the United States military shrinks
n the wake of the Cold War’s end, the
WC
Chinese military continues its buildup as
though in preparation
for Armageddon.
According to the
September 1997 issue
of Air Force Magazine,
People’s
the
Army
Liberation
(there’s a misnomer if
I ever heard one) is
acquiring
actively
advanced military
KEVIN W. HECTEMAN
technology.
The Chinese are developing their own fighter
planes, including a stealth model similar to the F22 Raptor, the United States’ new stealthy airsuperiority fighter. In the meantime, they’re buying 50 state-of-the-art Su-27 jet fighters from
Russia and plan to produce more of their own
under license.
They’ve even, God help us all, developed their
own nuclear-tipped intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM). A report on these missiles by the U.S.
Air Force’s National Air Intelligence Center said
of China’s new missiles, "It will be a significant
threat not only to United States forces deployed in
the Pacific theater, hut to portions of the continental United States and to many of our allies."
And to top it off, the Chinese have their own aircraft carrier in the works, due to hit the water in
2010.
China evidently intends to assert itself as a
major player in the Asian Pacific, much to the discomfort of Japan, Korea, Vietnam, and Taiwan.
Taiwan, the alleged "renegade province," has
felt the wrath of China more than anyone else.
After Taiwan’s president visited the United States
in July 1995, the Chinese fired ballistic missiles in
what they called a test. The missiles’ aim points
were only 85 miles from the Taiwanese coast.
Just before the March 1996 presidential elections in Taiwan, the Chinese tried to influence the
election’s outcome by conducting war games off
the coast of Taiwan, bracketing the island with
more missile test firings and even insinuating that
an invasion was imminent.
While it will take almost 15 years for China to
put it all together, it seems clear that China is well
on its way to becoming a major military power.
And given their totalitarian government and
abysmal human rights record, there is good reason
for China’s neighbors, not to mention the United
States and its allies, to be worried.
As Sen Jon Kyl, R-Ariz., said in Air Force
Magazine, "The kinds of things the Chinese are
doing to enhance their military capability are both
offensive in nature, in the sense they involve
power projection, and also out of proportion to any
threat. That’s the concern the policy-makers
have."
Kevin W. Heckman is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

Alumnus criticizes Spartan Daily for ’anti-Catholic bias’

One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149
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EDITORIAL

in order to feel above the rest
of the general population.
But as ridiculous as it may
sound, if obsessively matching
the labels on their clothing is
what brings joy into their
lives, then so be it,
Just as long as they don’t
stare the next time someone
else pairs a Reebok jumpsuit
with a pair of Adidas socks.

Chinese military acquisitions
should be major concern for
United States, Asia officials

I \
-

Caret serves all of S.ISU
with stance on Prop. 209

Photographers:

keep their favorite designers
in business,
The fashionably anal are
walking advertisements for
the designer of their choice.
They spend top dollar at the
department store to purchase
name brand clothing that is
generally more expensive only
because of the name sewn on
the tag.
The designer receives a
hefty profit and, in addition,
receives free advertising, compliments of those anal enough
to pay a high price for clothes

’psi-n,

Spartan Daily dropped to a
Thi.
new low in Terri K. Milner’s
"Catholic church out of touch"
column When did it become acceptable at the Daily to ridicule students
for their religious beliefs because
t hey criticize t
obvious poor taste of
your pi wet."’ Would pm have respond in such a low -handed manner if
the faith in question was Islam or
Judaism? I think not. Thus the anti Cat bola. bias of the Spartan Daily
has once again been made clear and
obvious.
It is well known that condoms have
only an 80 to 90 percent success rate,
’.t furs
actually remember to wear
them, yet your paper continues to
spread the myth lif so-called "salii sex"
with a condom. Well, I have OPSVS for the
Spartan Daily - it is 1997, and rubber
does break. The only "safe sex" is no sex
at all I Tiuhiss, of course, you aro involved

in it monogamous relationship with a
person who has not been infected with a
sexually transmitted disease to start.
How might you do this? How about
proudly remaining a virgin until you are
married? This is what the Catholic
church chooses to teach its members.
In a society where 72 percent of high
school seniors have had sex, the moral
teachings of the Catholic church stand
as a beacon of light on a dark sea. Young
people realize deep in their hearts that
they want to lx, loved for the people they
are, not for the pleasure their bodies can
bring. Yet your paper continues to peddle the failed ideas of "sexual freedom."
What is this "sexual freedom" a freedom
to? Unwanted pregnancy, sexually
transmatid disease and a teenage suicide rah- run out of control.
Yet the most offensive suggestmin of
all made in Milner’s column was suggesting the Catholic church is engaging
in modern-day genocide by teaching that

condoms are a formula for disaster. If we
wish to discuss genocide, let’s talk about
the two to three million babies murdered in their mother’s wombs as a
result of the "sexual freedom" you are so
quick to peddle. Where is their freedom?
This now brings us full circle to the
reason for the anti-Catholic bias that
exists at the Spartan Daily. I offer this
for consideration. What voice stands in
society consistently calling for responsible sexual behavior and respect for
human life? The voice of the Roman
Catholic Church stands as the lone
"voice crying in the wilderness" (Mark
1:31. It is a voice which speaks of truth,
life and the love that God has for every
person. Many wish to silence this voice
through bias and ridicule, yet I have
news for them truth can never be
silenced, hut it can always set you free.
John Wilhelmsson
Alumnus
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Daily Masa
The Catholic Campus Ministry
is having Daily Mass from 12:05 to
12:35 p.m. in tin John XXIII
Center. For more information, call
Ginny at 938-1610.
Supportive meeting
The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
and
Supportive
Transgender
Student Alliance is having a meeting at 3:30 p.m. every Thursday in
the Student Union Pacheco Room.
For more information, call Tim at
924-7820.
Eating disorder support group
The Student Health Center is
having an eating disorder support
group every Thursday from 4:30 to
530 p.m. in the Health Building,
Room 208.
Study group
The Black Alliance of Scientists
and Engineers are having a study
group from 6 to 9 p.m. every
Monday, Wednesday and Thursday
in the Clark I,ihrary on the second
floor.
Listening Hour
The Listening Hour is presenting a classical guitar recital: featuring Chris Baum playing the music
iif Villa- Lobos. The performance
will be from 12:30 to 1:15 p.m. in
the Music Building Concert Hall.
Measure your body fat
The Department of Nutrition
and FOINI Science will measure your
body fat kir $5 from 2 to 4 p.m in
the Central Classroom Building.
Room 1o:1. For more information,
call Kim Roth at 924-3110.
Pre-med Club meeting
The Pre mud Club is having a
meeting with a guest speaker at
1:30 pm. in Duncan Hall, Room
345. Free food is provided, and
everyone is welcome For more
informal 1011. call ShIl at 938-0581.
Auction
Delta Sigma l’i is having a
KTEll Auction from 7 a.m. to noon
at the Fairmont Hotel For more
information, call Chris Wong at
289-9388.
Graduation meeting
The Child Development Club is
having a mandatiiry graduation
p
in Sweeney
meeting at 4
lall, Room 100. Call Dawn Holt at
924-3728 if you cannot make it
Prayer meetings
Christian
Spartan
The
Fellowship is having a "United
Prayer" meeting at 30 a.in in the
Amphitheater and a Bible Study at
noon in the Student I’mon Pacheco
Room
Co-op workshop
The Career Center is having a
Co-op workshop at 12 30 p in in the
Student I Timm Alniaden Room

Games and group activities
The Chinese Bible Fellowship is
having a game and group activity
from 11’30 a. in to 3 p.m. in the
Student Union Montalvo Room. For
more information, call Joey at 1510)
659-8220.
New Handball team
Th.. Handball Club/ Team is
recruiting players to compete on the
team. Interested students should
stop by the Event Center
Racquetball courts from 10 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. or call Jeff Cardinal at
924-3058.
Chemistry meeting
The SIMI Chemistry Club is
having a meeting at 12:30 p.m. in
Duncan Ilall, Room 504.
Student art exhibition
The School of Art and Design is
displaying student art today from
10 a. in to 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings.
Guest speakers
’Hie African American Studies
Department is having Sarah White
and Georgianna Williams speak
about "From the South to South
Central" at 7 p.m. in Wahlquist
Library North Africana Room.
White is a union organizer from
Mississippi, while Williams is the
founder of the LA 4+ Defense
Committee. For more information,
call 924-1367.
Martian Atmosphere
The Department of Meteorology
is having a seminar on the studies
presentof the Martian At,,,,
ed by 11r.lefTrey I hillingsworth. The
event will start at noon in Duncan
Hall, Room 615. For more informaMeteorology
the
tom,
call
Depart ment at 924-5200.
Food and clothing drive
Tiwsuoa,gy club is sponsoring
a food and clothing drive. Barrels
will lai at the Student Union. For
more information call, Will Wells at
924.5323
Earth Day 1998
The En vi ron mint ol Resource
Center is forniing a committee to
help plan and work Earth Day
1998. Interested students should
call 924-5467 for more information

Beat era authors and poets are
invited to speak and read from
their latest writings for the Fast
Speaking Women Conference
By Christine M. Liam
Staff Writer

"I’m a shouting woman ... I’m the bruised
woman ... a fast speaking woman."
Si) begins Anne Waldman’s epic poem of the
realities of being a female and the inspiration for
this week’s Fast Speaking Women Conference.
The conference brings such celebrated beat
authors as Waldman to San Jose State University
for two days of poetry, history and reminiscing
today and Friday.
"Anne (Waldman) and I thought it would be a
good idea to get these women together," SJSU
English professor Alan Soldofsky said.
Soldofsky is director of the campus’s Center for
Literary Arts and friend to some of the most
famous literary giants to date, including the late
Allen Ginsberg who last spoke on campus in
1992. Along with cooperation from the University
of California at Santa Cruz, the upcoming event
UCSC Literature Professor Tom Marshall was
another person instrumental in jumpstarting the
conference. Marshall teaches a class entitled
"American Writers in the Beat Generation" at
UCSC, the only such course on the American literature movement against mainstream culture
at the university.
"It took four years of students nagging to get
this going. We had 323 people try to enroll. Onehundred-sixty of those were enrolled," Marshall
said of the class being offered for the first time
this fall quarter.
"I think these writers deserve more attention
than they have gotten and because the beat era
has been revisited by scholars lately, ’We wanted

to set the record straight," Soldofsky said.
For a while, not much was said about the
women behind the men of the beat era. Where
authors Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg and
Gregory Corso received almost instantaneous
fame following Kerouac’s "On the Road" release
in 1957, their wives and female friends stayed
behind in the shadows.
To celebrate the 40th anniversary of "On the
Road," the center asked Waldman to come from
Colorado, where she is co-founder of the The Jack
Kerouac School of Disembodied Poetics at the
Naropa Institute. A brochure touts Waldman as
"world-renowned for her high-energy poetry performances."
Carolyn Cassady, who was married to Neal
Cassady of "On the Road" fame, will fly from her
London home to comment on her beat experiences. Cassady was a personal friend of Jack
Kerouac, and he stayed at her now -gone home in
Los Gatos during the 1950s.
Others in attendance will include poet Janine
Pommy Vega, who has released a new book, and
Joanne McClure, wife of beat writer Michael
McClure.
Fellow beat poet, Diane DiPrima, was asked to
attend the conference but declined in order to celebrate her wedding anniversary. DiPrima spoke
on campus last spring.
The two-day celebration will highlight the
achievements and marks that these and other
women left on one of the most
celebrated
epochs in American culture.
Even more rare than the fact that six women
beat poets and authors will speak is that the
event is happening in San Jose and not San
Francisco, considered to be the former "mecca" of
beat literature, Soldofsky said.
"What people may not realize is that San Jose,
not San Francisco, served as a central community to the beat writers," Soldofsky said reflecting
upon Cassady’s former residences in Los Gatos
and on Santa Clara Street.
"This is a historic event." Soldofsk
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7:30 p.m. Poetry by
Joanne Kyger and Anne
Waldman in the Music
Concert Hall

Friday
io

to 10:30 a.m.
Opening Coffee Mixer
10:30 a.m. to noon
"Tracking the Serpent:
Wanderings and Journeys: Janine Pommy Vega. Anne
Waldman and Joanne Kyger
in the Student Union
Costanoan Room
noon to 1:30 p.m.
Luncheon (cost is $30) in the
Student Union Guadalupe
Room
2 to 3:30 p.m. "The
Other Writer in the Family:"
Carolyn Cassady, Bobbie
Louise Hawkins and Joanna
McClure speak in the Student
Union Guadalupe Room
8:30 p.m. Finale:
Readings by Carolyn Cassady,
Bobbie Louise Hawkins,
Joanne McClure and Janine
Pommy Vega in the
Engineering Building
Auditorium

Skating: Lasting impression
Continued from page 1
future of in -line skating. She
and Eric Wylie, the team captain, are the pioneers of in-line
skating, she said.
"We are considered the best
in the world," Wilshire said.
"(Eric and I I represent more

SATURDAY
’97 Pledge Class
Tau lkdta Plu, a Scholastic
Honor Fraternity. invites all mum alumni and faculty to the
163ril Formal Initiation of the
i+s of Fall 1997 ut Ipm
ltmlmolgu
at Time! I bill A fiirmal banquet
will hill., it the Embassy Spites in
For RSVP, call lb
MdpitaMend",
II at 362-7105.

’Sparta Guide is free of charge to students, staff ui faculty Entry forms are
available in the Spartan Daily Office, located in Dwight Hertel Hall, Room 209
Some entries may he edited or deleted due to avarldble space.

It keeps
more than
memories
alive.

goes into this."
Though the event was cut
short, riders said their message
was heard just as well.
"We would’ve liked to reach
as many students as possible,"
Wylie said. "We would like to set
a trend. It’s kind)) like music.
Eventually bands get popular

DUSTIN HOFFMAN

but the trends always start at
colleges."
"Samsonite is not trying to
mock something cool. We are
simply using aggressive riders
to promote a good product,"
Wylie said.

JOHN TRAVOLTA

4

American Heart
Association.,
..

companies and products than
any pair team."
At the least, they were considered the best at SJSU.
"They were totally interesting," art major Jesse Dunaway
said. "These guys are good. I
ride mountiin hikes a lot so I
know how much effort and skill

(Moe.
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01.etio/ .par for, Aids

Angela Lindsay, dancer arid choreography student, per, ssiori,,,co’ study for the choreography workshop held
’le workshops show students works in progress and
are open for other students to watch.

Dancers Loressa McGowan, Derek Kleinhesselink, Lydia
Pearl Bray. Knten Clark and Jennifer Camila perform an
1,1011 piece as part of a choreography workshop Monday
u Yoshiro Uchida Hall. The next workshop will be held on
Nov. 24

dwell:rap4’ studentr tak&flight
Us

right

illtil/

at

are
.1tl tool that

frail:-

(lancer
I

instructor Fred
y...t.kshops began in
.1.. Mince deportment
1.,t nutlet fur dancers to
.if a t.chniques they leaf -nett in
I

loeginning and adv.litced dance
ii
I.,gether In /4100:
iivrirphy The (latices
at the workshops in an
or each student’s per1 ono,. ement.
.1 dancer is a niiiltt-a
\ pi.rit.fice that no.eds to
choresaid
s .cksioups are a place for this
Lippert
!,..lents iterforin at Ore

I

workshops they 111111A understand the
three basic OltIlleIlls of dance Hi.% thin,
design arid dynamics Drie assignment
that helps students blend these elements of dance into their own personal
style is called "b,rming your MUM. ri
MialleV., said
In this exercise. students pretend
they are sending a video tape of theniselves into it time capsule searching for
intelligent life form, The students put
their signatures into movement
instead of it rating loecause of the capsule makes contact with other
forms, they most likely will not understand English
-nu, idea I it the assignment wits not
for us to be iible to decipher their MUM through dray, irig out the precise words
in the air, hut it was a jumping oil
point for them to he able to express
themselves in an abstract wiiy."
!Mathews said.
The advanced dance classes are
introduced to 20th century impressionist paintings and students are expect-

pillit’iples Of dance
t lie
fiat they feel frooni the visual
art styles The next step is tor students
to create Slitilltillties of movement that
would be characterptic of the artistic
style. Mathews said.
hevs believe" there is a forint]
g(1 dancers blending
la 11/ being
physical skill it it ii expressions of the
inner spirit. In order to be a good
chorengrapher, a person must lie sensitive, av,11... if I heir surt.,,,indlnk4,, :111(1
I 1;ineing and ,linreograpH tIn
C11111111-.
not al is is g,, hand in hand, he said
"The great thing :11)(iiit choreography is it I pitontizes personal expert’ . hut students who choose to be
choreographers do nut il svtvs become
dancer,. and s ice versa because they
tooth require diflhrent skills.- Mathews
said.
Angela Lindsay, a 5.151 7 dance student, said -he as drawn to choreography becati-, -he cat, create ail art litrnt
In nit of her eyes.
that comes too
"My art is living in the present time

tifl

ilpply

Shut up and dance
lioope to bring recognition to
their own clubs as they sweat
over a cha-cha or mean hustle.
"There are more flavors than
Baskin Bobbins in ballroom
dancing,- Solorzano said. "The
tango is aggressive. The bolero
is sexy."
And as Solorzano said, the
sport is catching on. Every
week. the ballroom club hosts
an open dance that idler, beginnirig lessons to the left finite(’ at
heart Adinis,ion is $1. arid 70
o sto -Indents -how
up each
week, Soloorzarm said.
floe music’s not boring,"
11111Sie
Soloriaro, said
i
94 ft a rid I116 1 is ballroom
danci music"
The Second Annual 5.151’
Ballroom Classic takes place
in the Student Union Ballroom
Saturday from In 11.111 until
7 :V) p
(.0011)1.10m.. pat $ 1(1
tor unlimited intro.s 5pi,ctator
tickets till’ $1() III iills;111t1
9’2.1 SPIN
$12 ;It ihi. cluor
for mote information

SJSU’s Ballroom
Dance Club battles
some of the finest in
annual competition
By (h,isl,n. 11. Litis

grandinoth.itiniort,

,

ifinciroi. iii( amine:
torn tor the hitter
if,
San .Jost, State
as
It ri iii I) nit
-i
Clot) to (Tares to 1,.%.1r1 into hosting !he 5,( mid Annual 5.1S1’
Itil urnClassic Saturdas.
Itallroom dancint.t.s rod a
-.,,(1 clid, president Canner: Solortatio "I’ve
seen .1 It ot ,,,,iinger people get
into it It’s ,,,,,1
till. riinihir (mint t;ilix
ii. lii graduate(’
iii
-;/:11.1%*
frill .I’d in 1\ lav took
It 110,,,11,

I

it

iiI I -I

hooked o
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1.111 And this been
-iii

ice
unpiesse.1 i.11.111
V.Init ii it iii

always
I II11

R

so
111(.111

Siii(1

"It

i.111.r
Ito
1(h. irrt
going It’ll runt Minn rig.’ as
Hist a trimat. or some Homo
s,iloorzarm and about
1211 nther S.1SC students arid
dance o rothii-aa-t, will cornt)(ote
agaI nst other California tiniversit% dance clubs and ani;ttetir
(lancers in the day -long event
In ;ill, Ill different universities were invited to attend club
Bethany
faculty
adviser
SfutTlett said Although not ;ill
Ill have confirmed attendance,

thrill

Max lbw heri.r/

Grant Szalay and Carmen Solorzano rehearse a romantic bolero for
the solo competitions at the Second Annual SJSU Ballroom Classic
the Croversity of’
four schools
California,
the
Southern
l’roversity of California at Sari
rniversity of
Diego, the
California at Berkeley and
will
Stanford University
against the suave
COITIpete
Spartans
"Thy Bay Area is incredibly
rich in ballroom resources,"
Shdllett said
Judges include Erin Pick, of
San Francisco’s Pick Studio,
and nationally certified instructor Nlark Cramer, Paul Jack,
owner of The Dance Spectrum
in Campbell and well known
throughout Bay Area ballroom
dance circles, will he master of
ceremonies.
"I absolutely expect this to be
inn and give this club something to focus (on," Shiffiett said.
"I’ve heard that I’S(’ is incredi-

bly good, and Berkele has
tine progrdin Gift(’ compel’
turn
the
Thar,
Competition
name of the game as students

Vintage clothing of the
5CA, 6CA, and ’VA
otsco1

.a, co000

OON

Swing DI 61 night
Street Swing Dante Lemons
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GROOVE MOOERN ROCK
DJ Dangerous Dan
$S <over after 10pni
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OFF

10 drink order
with
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0:0 LIFE

101 FUNK
GROCNE 1pm Doors
1pm
alter
$S cover

01141 ,
,

Herehelor parsley nightly:

UPCOMING

He bare the Inn., beautiful
Orb, imp/where!

VELVET SNOF

Spruill Guest NENOliernWICEED
DP141 Mark Johns

Tople\s

Ditiri nit.. the

813 Pacific Ave.
Santa Cruz
(408)423-8500

1630W. San Carlos
San Jose
(408)287-5876

PHI

TII It HE ST tGES!

different because the dancers can
express their dance movements without being critiqued or graded.
SNIT dance student Alicia Gangi
has also been dancing since she was 6
years ()Id and hopes to do some shows
after graduating, but her Olairi goal is
to teach dance to high school students.
"I like to see people progress in their
technique process with dance, and I
enjoy all the fundamentals of dance,"
Gang’ said.
The choreography’ workshops help
Gangi to lie more confidant ;is a dancer
and improve her ability tut perform to
an audience. shy said.
"Dancing is a release for rime bliCitUSe
I am able to show my emotions without
using words,- (Itingi said. "W hen I combine voice and dance at the S /IMO time
my (-nun’ body is involved with the
creation of art."
The final workshop firr the semester
will he held Nov. 24 in Washington
Squiire Hall 204. Admission is free.

boa ;muse I ’,treaty my art through thy
ninvement of dance." Lindsay said. "My
body is a physical instrument which
creates art."
Lindsay has been dancing since she
as 6 years (ild. 011V Of the important
longs that Mathews teaches the
dancers is that they must be true to
Hi,- movements they are creating in the
workshops, she said.
"If a dance student is carrying
around stress or anger, Mathews will
it go so
tell the student they must
thy tSSVIICO of the movements they are
forming will look real," she said
When dancers are performing itt the
workshops. they are given WI enormous amount of respect by the (other
students because when they are performing they ;ire opening up vulnerable parts of themselves, she said.
Lindsay said the dance classes can
make smile students break down and
cry because the teachers are constantly critiquing and correcting the
dancers techniques. The workshops are

LIVE
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Where’s
the
Raid?
II Spartan Daily
writers debate the
lack of virtue in
’Starship Troopers’

for finally getting the movie
running right than when the
movie ended, it’s not a good
sign. I can’t think of anybody I
know that would enjoy this
movie.

S: Planet P, where the giant
bugs live, doesn’t have any
scenery. All it has are deserts
Stall. Writers
and rocky hills. There isn’t anything visual to make it interestbig
ing to look at. Yet, at the beginFifty years from now,
bugs from a faraway solar ning of the movie the filmmaksystem will start throwing ers show where the humans
large asteroids at Earth with lived, and it’s an interesting set
amazing accuracy. Why are they up It’s futuristic with drawing
doing this? No
on
computers
one can explain
everyone’s school
why, but they are,
desk and projecand that’s the
tors that turn on
basis for the
with a touch. It’s
SHAYDA’S RATING
movie "Starship
as if the filmTroopers."
were
makers
Tr,
running out of
effects -laden film
when
money
ANTHONY’S RATING
suffers from a
they got to shootserious lack of
ing the alien
acting, directing
scene and decidand everything
ed just to use
(OUT OF FIVE SIMS)
else that makes a
dirt instead of
worth
film
something more
watching. The future the film creative.
displays is ridiculous, and the
thought of bugs trying to kill us
A: I wits wondering throughis too far fetched to be believ- out the movie why the
able. The film doesn’t explain Federation I a worldwide govwhy the hugs pick Earth and ernmental military operation
what throwing rocks does.
needs so much ground personThe four main characters, nel. You would think that after
Johnny Rico Casper Van Dien’, 50 years of innovation we would
Dizzy Flores Dina Meyer, he going the same route we are
Denise today -- more air power, fewer
Ibanez
Carmen
Richards and Carl Junikens ground
troops.
Or
the
Neil Patrick Harris , are forced Federation could have develto play in their ill -thought-out oped a big can of Raid that could
rules in a movie about bugs that be sprayed by remote control.
hurl asteroids and the humans
ho want to destroy them.
5: That’s true. Raid would
The cast, while not given help or maybe a laser gun that
much lila script to work with, is could zap them all away. But no,
filled with a bunch of nobodies. the troopers have machine guns
At least action movies such as
Day"
and
"Independence
"T...ister" have a few household
mimes to make up for weak
CAMERA 3 S. 2nd 8 S n Carlos 998-3300
plots The only actor we know by
Ott WEEK
,
name is "Doogie llowser, M.D."
DIRTY WASHINGTON THE ICE
star Neil Patrick Harris. And
STORM
DANCING S AR
Diiogie can’t save this choker of
CAMERA ONE 366 S F.rst S 998-3300
tracheotomy.
a movie with a

By Shayda Fathipour and
Anthony Perez

MOVIE REVIEW

Anthony: Thy only good
that I see
points of the in
are the breasts. Twice in the
movie, the men in the audience
are treated to some cute bunnies with ample breasts. The
scenes do come pretty far apart
so this forces you to stay to
watch most ,d the movie to see
them
Shayda: All the key actors
are past soap opera stars so of
course everyone is going to have
perfect bodies Even I was
happy with the. hot men I had to
look at. They couldn’t act, but
they were hot

TOWNE 3

S: Let’s not get stereotypical.
It could be in the future that
everyone speaks English. The
movie seems more like a propaganda film from World War II
where they tried to get people to
believe in the war effort and
join the Army, Navy or Mirines.
The movie calls members of the
Federation "citizens." and if you
join, you can vote, become a
politician or even get a license.
to have a child. The filmmakers
throw out ideas of how the
future may turn out but don’t
develop them enough to get a
better picture.

5: Carmen is the smite’s’,
smart girl who was dating
Johnti in high school. She
wants to become a pilot in the
Fleet Academy and i if course is
so good she gets her own ship.
Johnny gets stuck in the
infantry and they separate.
over to see each other again.
Yeah right! They run into one
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From the Makers of ’Delicatessen’

EVERY FRIOAT-SATLIRDAV AT

fez,
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ONE WEEK’

the cult of midnight

oc:Wi

Featuring Live
Thoroughbred Racing

$1 Beers $1 Sodas
$1 Hot Dogs $1 Admission

SPARTANS NIGHT
Free Grandstand Admission
with valid student I.D.

Ba Meadows

THE OLD
PROFESSION

SAN JOSE

(corner of 2nd)

it

WELCOMES SJSU SPARTANS!

ESTABLISHME

P

CINEBAR
69 E. San Fernando

BAY MEADOWS
FRIDAY’S ALIVE

SERVICE PIER

/

Hare the (line’
Pau hp vim’

A drinking person’s bar!
Where Fraternities &
Sororities meet!
No drugs and 404

For those of you who have a
need for explosions and like
computer
Story" -like
"Toy
effects. skip the first half of the
movie and sneak in for the rest.
The !rulers show all the
halfway v.atchable parts of the
nitwit. you raid to see. Skip this
movie Trust us: you won’t miss
much.

November 7th

A: Yeah, whatever But when
the ;tudience cheers louder for
;in idiot ot. a projector operator

C1NEISAR

A: Oh come on. It’s a small
universe after all. There has to
be some way to get a guy and
girl together in this movie. This
attempt at romance stands to
repel both sexes however.

e

1554
.108 3/8 1958

I’jinck S14.1%/1.
lennifer I;rt,

another so much it’s just too
coincidental.

(

ir

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

FAST.
CHEAP 5 OUT
OF CONTROL
Ciama .549,Con, Wlon -.tags
f
NORTH 8 SOUTH SHAOLIN
FRI
LOS GATOS 41 N Santa Cm, 395-0203

****
THE
ICE

And let’s not forget the
lines "You kill bugs good," and
"Let’s go to (Planet) P." The classified section of the Spartan
Daily is more creative. This is
supposed to be a suspenseful
movie about love and war, but it
is so poorly written it gives me
no reason to have an emotional
interest in Johnny, Carmen or
Dizzy

*Mandarin & Szechuan Lunch and Dinner
.Catering fluailable
BoH Lunch to Go

JEWISH FILM
SERIES

)1’04,4.,

A:

CHINESE CUISINE -FOOD TO GO

1433 THE ALAMEDA 287-1433

SHALL WE
DANCE/

Lett: Johnny Rico (Casper Van
Dien) warns the Mobile Infantry
of an approaching Tanker Bug.

A: Okay, the movie’s first half
hour is interesting but would be
more believable if it took place
in Oklahoma. The problem is it
takes place in South America,
Buenos Aires to be more specific. People from Buenos Aires
don’t speak English as their primary language, and they don’t
look whiter than a KKK convention.

30 laiskts 11i, lestte
&slit tO1
ALL SEATS

55.00

Studios

Above: On Planet Klendathu,
Mobile Infantry troopers launch
an attack on giant alien insects
in the TriStar Pictures and
Touchstone Pictures presentation "Starship Troopers."

131 F. !,)Ason Struct

EVE’S BAYOU
THE DELTA

Photos courtesy of Tippet(

that run out of bullets and
grenades that are only used
twice. The grenades are more
effective than the guns. A
nuclear device could be plugged
into the guns and shot into tunnels where the bugs live to
destroy large numbers, but
never once do the troopers think
to use them on the outside when
the bugs are chasing after them.
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Prop. 209: More challenges ahead

Woodward: 25 years later

Continued from page 1
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the challenge that is mounting in tont !actors to lure a reasonable
schools, neighborlioods and number of minority subcontracvorkplaces,- said Muni Ho, a tors or at least prove they have
spokesperson for I ’alifornians for made got ml faith efforts at outreach.
Justice, 0 grassroots Orga Ii IZII
A white owned electrical cont 1011 tinilltikt(1 to oppose Prop. 209,
Gayle Tiller, first vice presi- tractor filed suit, claiming the
dent of the San Jose branch of ordinance violated Prop. 209. The
the NAACP, said (L’onnerly was case which is expected to be
benchmark Mr future legal ChalIwerreaching in his assessment.
"I think he is taking a very lib- lenge, is scheduled for January
111(nalay’s decision was the
eral interpretation of the coures
decision.- she said Tiller said the latest 1)111W III 41 SITIIIS of legal set
definition of "preferential treat- backs for supporters of affirmament- remains the crux of the tive iiction. In April, a constn-vative three judge panel overlegal issue.
"The issue is ’What is prefer- turned an earlier ruling which
ence?’ In the NAACP’s opinion, frozi, enforcement of the proposi
that is quotas and set asides hut 11(111,
-A .:yst1.111 which permits 0111-i
not outreach," Tiller said She
judge to Wiwi( with the stroke of
said Monday’s decision was a set
back but future court cases will a pun what -1,7:16,1S0 state resi
still allow tlw Supreme Court to dents ooted to enact as law tests
the integrity (if our constitutional
revisit the proposition.
A court case pending against democracy,- the appeals courts
the city of Sall Jose should help saki. In September. the Supreme
hash out the legal definition of Court refused to block enforce
"preference.- A city ordinance, meta of the propost ion while if
passed a month after the considered if it would review the
November elections, requires case.
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one building. Schmidt said the
city doesn’t own 70 of the 100
books most often circulated ;it
S.ISIT, ;Ind the city only subscribes to 277 of the 3,000 pehodicals housed at 5.151’.
"’rimy don’t by -and -large
overlap,- Schmidt said, adding
that the new. library would offer
a "richer and wider array of
materials- than could be done
by eitlwr institution alone
Lakeshii Walker, II broadcast
journalism major, s;iici she supports the joint project if it
improves
the
library’s
resources.
"I had to go to Stanford to get
research material," she said "I
wouldn’t mind sharing
Joint
library I with the public as long
its we get more resource,"
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SPORTS
Spartans skunk Lobos in WAC Tournament
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Women’s soccer
team moves into
semifinals with 2-0
win over New Mexico
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Staff Report
The SJSU women’s soccer
team advanced into the semifinals of its conference champi-

out of the tournament for the
second straight year.
SJSU midfielder Anachalee
Kunnaragthai scored her first
goal of the season in the game’s
11th minute to give the
Spartans an early 1-0 lead.
Forward Stacie Savage, who
assisted on the Kunnaragthai’s
goal, netted her 20th goal of the
season in the noith minute to
seal the win for the Spartans.

onship tournament with a 2-0
victory over New Mexico
Wednesday in Dallas, Texas.
New Mexico entered the
playoffs with a 15-4 record, but
met a familiar post -season foe
in the first round of the Western
Conference
Athletic
the Spartans.
Tournament
SJSU recorded its third
shutout of the season against
New Mexico to knock the Lobos

defender Alicia Elemen headed
away one Lobo attempt and
defender Staci Savage cleared
away another probable goal to
ensure the shutout.
victory
Spartans’
The
increases their record to 12-7-1
overall and leaves New Mexico
with a 15-5 finish to the 1997
season.
"I felt we were the better
team today," said SJSU coach

"I think scoring two goals
and getting a shutout is big
time," said goalkeeper Amee
Brown in a press release from
of
Department
SJSU’s
Athletics. "The shutout is huge
for the defense and for me personally."
While Brown finished the
game with six saves, she also
had help from her defense on a
couple of occasions. SJSU

Philippe Bun. "I was very happy
with the goals and the defense."
Next for SJSU is Brigham
which
University,
Young
increased its record to 18-2
Wednesday with a win over
Texas Christian University.
BYU is the defending WAC
Champion and will try to end
the Spartans’ playoff run at
3:30 p.m. today in Dallas.

SJSU blows away Gaels

one
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III Volleyball: SJSU
beats Saint Mary’s
in four sets before
crucial WAC match
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By Travis Peterson

till’

Staff Writer

It took the Spartans one hour
and 45 minutes to defeat the
Saint Mary’s Gaels 115-10, 1115, 15-10, 15-13) Tuesday at the
Event Center in a volleyball
match that resembled a tug-ofwar.
In the first game of the bestof-five match, the Spartans
worked their way to a 4-0 lead
by scoring all four points with
different servers.
"We always start slow," SJSU
head coach Craig Choate said.
"We’re the slowest starting
team in America."
The Spartans 13-11) didn’t
score more than one point per
possession until outside hitter
Tanya Kamau served SJSU to a
10-8 lead, which eventurally
turned into a 15-10 victory in

0111.
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111,
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Shay O’Reilly/

SJSU’s Darcy Walker (17) congratulates teammate Holly Froloff (2) during Spartans’ victory Tuesday at
the Event Center. The Spartans will host Tulsa at 7 p.m. today in a conference match -up.

Shay O’Reilly/Spartan Daily

SJSU’s Sina Tautolo blocks the Gaels front line players and paves
the way for the Spartans’ (15-10, 11-15, 15-10, 15-13) win.

that have beaten us," Choate
said. "There’s no feeling of
reward."
"I’ve got to give it to the
Spartans), they didn’t make
many serving or passing mistakes but," Saint Mary’s head
coach Ron Twomey said, "we
can play a lot better than we
did."
the first game.
The Gaels (6-18) committed
Choate is not sure what
adjustment the Spartans finally 16 service errors compared to
made, but he wishes he could SJSU’s six in the four-game
find the solution) to his team’s match.
Passing is a part of the panic)
Dr. Jeckyl and Miss Hyde synthe Gaels have improved in this
drome.
The Spartans lost the second season, Twomey said. It was
match 11-15, but went on to win just a bad night for the team.
"They’re great people and
the billowing two matches 15-10
great athletes," Choate said of
and 15-13.
"We played down to their the Spartans, "it’s just a lack of
level," outside hitter Jill confidence at this point "
Burningham attributes the
Burningham said. "We never
really went out and kicked their lack of concentration to the
upcoming series igionst Tulsa.
butt like we should have."
"I think we :ire Just concenThe team hasn’t been able to
Tulsa
on
find that consistent playing trating
Burningham said. "We basically
level this year, Choate said.
"The trouble is that the went through the motions
matches we’ve played well this tonight. A Spartan win tonight over

year have been against teams

"We played down
to their level. We
never really went
out and kicked
their butt like we
should have."
Jill Burningham,
SJSU outside hitter

Tulsa will assure the team a
place in the Western Athletic

CI inference tournament, Choate
said
"I’d like to win more than one
match," Choate said. "(The players) :ire )..Tood enough to do it. I
don’t want to just back into i the
hiurnament )."
The Spartans will host Tulsa
at 7 p.m today at the Event
Center

Hurst has strong first appearance Johnson leaves O’s looking for new coach
Staff Report

In her first appearance with the San Jest)
State University women’s tennis team, Daisy
Hurst showed the talent that has made her a
two-time community college All
The San Jose State University junior made it
to the consolation finals of the Fresno State
Invitational before losing 6-1, 6-3 to San Jose
native Laura Townsend of Fresno State on
Sunday.
Hurst and teammate Mary Tourthate ids()
competed as a doubles team and made it to the
semi-finals round before losing to the vvonnuat
tournament doubles champions - Cal Poly -Sim
Luis Obispo.
"It was nice to set)," Coach Anh-Dao Nguyen
said of Hurst and Tourt lot te’s play. "I was really
impressed. They played really well together."
Hurst transferred into 5s1S1’ this semester
from Porterville Junior College, a hich is where
she was twice named as an All-American. Hurst
was ranked second in the nation as a community college women’s tennis phiver and also

received the 1007 Arthur Ashe Sportsmanship
award.
At 5.151’, Hurst 1--. continuing to be recognized She is the %%inner of the first Billie Juan
King Scholarship l’or the List tko years King, a
legend in wonien’s term’s. has ciane to San .lost,
to help raise money for the scholarship

Th,

winner receives a full - ride.
"Alurst, Is a very positive addition to our
team," Nguyen said "She’s a very wee girl iind a
good student,
The tennis tearn will host Goniaea
Universav at 2 p m today at Spart;111 I MIrt,iii
Its

first

dual-MO(11

it

11i-

1,1,11

It

a ill

ht

"non-tradit Halal " or pre-set...on imitch fm 5451’,
which starts its regular si.:Nee
ours.- Neovn n said ol
"Their team
Gonzaga "They’ve been unprm, mg r% en Near I
expect we %%ill do %%ell. hot a ho knokks
Nguyen said the team experience
he a
factor
"1 fuel really good about our team," she said

a AI’)

BALTINITTI-tE

Me I Iota- the city of Baltimore.
the fans have been great We
didn’t get in tilt’ World Series.
bill 1101)01111y they will get in it
next year withmit one "
Johnson, who had finished
second three Hines in voting for
NI. manaor of the year but
never won, received 10 first
place votes, twice as many as
anyone else. He received SS
points, 38 inane than the sec
ond place finisher. Buddy Bell
of the Detroit Tigers
Then ;igalti, he lost what he

The

American League’s manager of
the year is looking for a team to
Manage.

finivev. ’Johnson ended his
feud with Baltimore ()nioles
owner Peter Angelos by quitting
WeilfieSday, just hours before he
was voted AI, manager of the
year.
Johnson, who led the Orioles
Pm an AI. best 98-64 re-cord, had
been fighting vith Angelus
SII1CP

4

till’

tl.i1111

eliminated

WaS

Cleveland in the

Al. champi

oitship series

managing the team with which
he broke into the majors as it
rookie second baseman in 1965
Asked to fleseribe the day.

There have been some strained
r
ionships." Johnson said
"It’s been a great two vlinirs for

Hi!Net Video Phone Package for only $159.00
d-be" In long-dIslame
phone hag:es...and sin,
"HI, mom!" "HI, dad!" for free.

"They’re all returnees except Iv,

Cross country teams stay positive
following poor conference effort
By Belinda Amaya
Staff Writer

Optimism keeps SJSU’s men’s iii ii wninwn’s
cross country teams going despite their &sap
pointing results at the Western Athletic
at
Saturday
Conference rhallIplefishipS
Woodward Park in Fresno
"I’m not the type of a coach to mope around,"
Coach Augie Argabright said "When the race is
over, it’s over."
The men’s team finished 12th out of 13 teams
while the women finished 14th Init of 16 in what
Argabright calls one of the toughest conferences
in cross country.
Jennifer DeRego, who finished 63rd out of 120
runners in the individuals, was unsatisfied v’ith
the results.
"I was disappointed in my own pui romance,DeRego said. "I wanted to run a better time
But Argabright sand that Allison Kegley, Lina
Hofmann, and DeRego are his top three runners
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word leaked that Iolinson
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FINAL EXAM!
You Like To Hangout
With Cool People?
.Are You Looking For A Way
To Use Your Personal Skills?
Are You Ready To Start
A Serious Career?
’Do You Want To Work In A
Place That Is Actually Fun?
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Just like. any other class you have to work to
The beginning scuba class is diving
_
pass beginning scuba; it’s not an easy "A." But,
Imo a realm of knowledge this semester
The class is taught by Bill Finstad. Tins is /7- --’\\ despite it’s difficulty, students seem to enjoy the
class.
ins first semester teaching the class at San 1.
"It’s stressful. It’s hard to get into the
lose, State I .niversity Faistad received his inas
wet suit. I would prefer tropical dives,"
ter’s degree from Long Beach State Irniversity Ile
got his degree in marine biology, studying shark
behavior Following graduation. Finst ad taught
marine biology Mr 13 years.
The class meets on campus every Tuesday and
Thursday ;it 1.15 p in n the Spartan Complex
indoor pool During I he classes students learn safety drills. theory of scuba and diving techniques,
according tic Sonya Vodopiiinov, Dive Club president.Vodophinov is also Finstacfs assistant.
The class goes on field trips, usually to
Monterey Bay Its last dive was at
NIcAbee Beach. Divers from the class 0
dove to depths of 30 to 60 feet. accordmg to Wodopianov Class members have
a dive in Monterey planned this week
end. There they will dive imiltiple tunes
during the day and will then complete a
night dive. Finstad said.
The students in the class noted the
advantages of 1 akilir a dive class at 5.151’
rather than taking .t cLiss id a dive shop.
For one, st uderits sii.k they learn more in
the 5.151’ class because the semester Lists 16
weeks as ,ipposed 1,, a class conducted by a privately -owned dive shop I.ocid dive shops offer different chiss of various lengths. The average class
lasts idiom three weeks Dive shop classes can
cost up to
S.Ttil
diving -I, c-. costs the same as any
however the students
other university
have to provide Haar own hinds for the field
Professor Bill Finstad reviews diving
trips ’I’hcu’ univ,r,oy also has diving equiptables with the class in preparation for an
st udynt
ment fur
upcoming exam.
At the conclusion of the class. students will be , 1
certified to dive any\vhere Hi the world, if they ;
said Sophie Luv referring to her last
pass a cent ificat yin test. Stinients who are
Monterey dive.
already certified to dive may improve upon their .
Regardless of the students’ likes and dislicense, by taking the class Wodopianov said
likes of the class, they all have two things in
there are different levels of certificatium
common: one, a love for the 0(1.0.11 and two,
"It’s peaceful, it’s very relaxing," said sill (
tliey’re iill having a great time.
dent Eric Winger referring to Ins last dive it
Monterey Bay

Students in the beginning scuba class hang out in the deep end of the pool at Spartan Complex
East. The class, which meets on Tuesdays and Thursdays, is taught by Bill Finstad, a marine biologist
known in the Bay Area diving community.

Above: Finstad instructs students on how to purge their regulators, one method of expelling water during a dive.
Lett: SJSU student Pat Mellen attempts to equalize the pressure in his ears as he descends to the deep end of the pool. Here the scuba
class prepares for its first ocean dives which took place on Oct. 25 and 26 at Monterey’s McAbee Beach.
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San JosO State University Continuing Education

OVUM DONORS
NEEDED
Women Ages 21-29,

Do Something
for
Heaven’s
Sake!
cityT..
youth
Owl edc Ii is looking fof volunteers to
serve

as Bible club leaders, tutors, mentors, catop coon
%elms. and spot ti’s coaches.
(Some paid positions avail. Miring
slimmer (a) Camp May -Mac)
Consider joining our teani
contat ring Fr an Lewis.
Phone: 232 5600 x5788
I’ it-ill flewisorritytearn

Healthy, Responsible,
All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Life!
$3.000, Stipend and Expenses
Paid. Bonus for Chinese and
Japanese Donors.

Please Call WWFC
800-314-9996

Winter Session classes
start Friday, January 2, 1998
Touchtone registration begins Monday, November 10
Get your free class schedule at...
Continuing Education, ADM103 Campus Parking Garages
Student Union Information Center Campus Libraries
Spartan Bookstore
Student Resource Center
or on the World Wide Web at http://conted.sjsu.edu
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MIXED MEDIA

by Jack Ohman
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CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DARN
mikes no claim for products or
senior advertised below nor Is
Owe any guarantee implied. The
clerified corms of the Sprtan
Daly consist of paid advertising
and offerings ere not approved or
verified by the flOWIlpapilW.

LOST & FOUND
LOST VIDEOTAPE Left on red
Integra prkd on 2nd floor 4th St.
garage on 10/30. Return to SPX 49.

EHLWAM

AUTO SERVICES

CAMPUS CLUBS
SKI WHISTLER Canada $499.
January 11th - 16th. &SU Ski &
Snowboard Club. Includes flight,
bus. 4 day lift ticket. 5 night stay n
full kitchen condos in WHISTLER
Village, & unlimited fun. For your
E-Ticket call Mark 408/292-0955
or ufs12282@email.sjsu.edu .

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes. All formats.
including APA. tiftP 5.1/HP Laser
Printer. Experienced. dependable,
quick return.Almaden/Branham
area. Cal lite at (408) 2644504.
Please leave message. All calls
returned promptly.

BEHAVIORAL THERAPIST to work
6-9 hrs weekly in Los Gatos
based behavioral intervention
program. Backgournd in Speech.
Psychology. Special Ed or OT
desired Experience preferred.
$10-515 per hour. Call Kevin
(415) 827-9310 or Shari (408)
294-2712.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408.298-6124.

WORDPROCESSING

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
TICKETS FOR SALE Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
STONES TICKETS/Fri. Nov. 14, @ APA, Turadan and other formats.
COST. 4 n Sec 323.4 in Sec 311 & Resumes, editing, graphics
4 in Sec 111. first ccrne.7230192.
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408251-0449.
FOR

SALE

PHONE CARDS 14.9 e/minute in
S International calls: same
card/variable rates. Call: 408/
9248134 or 408/997-7830.

OPPORTUNITIES
UNIQUE BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
ywriv executivedrrve.com/acola
GET PAID BIG $3$ through your
mailbox! Easy to do. Even for
Teens! Do if now! Free info send
SASE to HBB Press, 1105 Audrey
Ave. Campbell, CA 95008.
herz//www2.netcom.ccrnisayskim/
hbb.html.
OWN A COMPUTER?
Then put it to work!
$850$3500+, PT/FT
Free details. wswo.hbn.com
Access code 5047

INSURANCE
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Low Down / Monthly Payments
No Dryer Refused
*Cancelled or Rejected
Dui *Suspended License
*Accidents Tckets
Immethate SR filings
*Good Drrver Discount
Non/Owner Operator
Etam Bom Monday Saturday
*(408) 243.4400
Free Phone Quotes
Call Us Now
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campo Insurance Service
Special Student Progams
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drrvers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student "Family Whew"
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
SO HASSLE
NO OBUGAT1ON
Also open Saturdays 9-2

SCOTT’S SEAFOOD RESTAURANT
P/T host/hostess position needed.
We are looking for enthusiastic,
stylish, friendly people to join our
professional team. Experience not
required, flexible hours, great pay
& close to school. Apply in person
at 185 Park Ave.

SERVICES

DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
Term papers. thesis. resumes.
group projects,dc. I have a
typewriter to complete your
applications kr med/laW scred. etc.
Will transcribe your taped
interviews or research notes.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Call ANNA at 9724992

HAD AN ACCIDENT? Need a paint
2 ILDRM APT. $925/MO. Very job or body week done on your car?
nice, clean & quiet. Assigned (CAMPBELL COLLISION CENTER.
parking. Laundry room. 544 So. we can help you. Call us at (408)
6th St. 408/559-1356
379-4144. Ask for SJSU Student
Discount.
2 EIDRM APARTMENT -$900/140.
Security type budding
Secure Parking
INSTRUCTION
Close In
Modem Building
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience
Laundry Room
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
(408) 295-6893.
Professors of Piano
National Teachers Guild Assn.
SHARED HOUSING National Suzuki Assn.
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
Starting 920/hr.
ROOM TO LIT, has *Aside entracte,
Call 408-241-6662
share bath, cooking & laundry
n Santa Clara Pryor
areas. Must see to appreciate.
FIRST FREE LESSON -INTER VEW.
Call Lydia or Gloria, 998-4811.

*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
Papers. Nursing. Group Projects,
Resunes. Al Formats. Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ yes bp
WP 5.1/4, laser. PAM’S
PROFESSIONW. WORD PFECES9NG,
7477681. 8am8pm.
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
Professional typing for your term
PaPers, reports, letters, etc.
8 years experience.
Fast Accurate Reliable
WP, MS Word, other applications.
Hansen’s Business Services
406264-3507 or 408-2655156.
kelahVearthlink.net

EMPLOYMENT

PIJBUC RELATIONS Brand new
San Jose office, needs outgoing
teanoriented people. You, espaierte
& our training program provide an
alternative to the usual dead-end
pbs. Call for appt 408/2674988.

SWUNG WATRESS/WAITER for
busy Asian restaurant on Blossom
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Hill Rd. near Los Gatos. Good
Women ages 2129, healthy,
hourly wage, excellent tips,
responsible, all nationalities.
flexible hours. Pleasant, friendly
Give the gift of life!
manner expected. Experience with
Southeast Asian cuisine helpful. $3,000 stipend & expenses paid
Boss fa Chrese & Japanese Cows.
Please call 3582525.
PLEASE CALL WWFC
800-314-9996
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Receptionist. Office Clerk
VALET PARKING Local company
Sales, Customer Support
looking for people. Flexible
Technician. Testing Optr.
schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to
Warehouse Clerk
$15.00 per hour. 867 7275.
Can 406/9424966
or fax to 408/9424260
$1500 WEEKLY potential maim
Electronix Staffing Services,E0E
ox, =tars No Excenerte Req. Free
1778 Clear Lake Ave Milpitas
nformabon petite. Cal 4107/338272
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
turn left at Clear Lake Ave

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE (UPS)
is searching for a motivated
individual actively pursuing a
degree in either Human Resource
Management, Industrial Organize
lion or General Business for a
paid internship ($12-515/hr.) for
a 3-6 month period. This person
should preferably be starting their
junior year or higher within
the above prescribed studies.
Avail M-F, evenings. FAX/SEND
RESUME: 408-744-7937; 1245
Hammerwood Ct., Sunnyvale, CA
94086. Attn: H/R Dept.

COPY OPERATOR -High Speed
Color. Some Bindery work. Experience preferred, but will train. Full
or partlime evenings. Must be
reliable, orgainzed. detail oriented. enjoy fast paced environment
& have "Team Player’ Attitude. Fax
resume to: 408/277-0706 or
apply in person at AnzaGraphix
2N. Market St. (downtown San Jose)
408/2770700.

DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES
Thinking about a career working
with elementary age children? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
now hiring for school -age child
care centers in San Jose. Cupertino.
Santa Clara, Los Gatos & Milpitas.
Full &partlime positions available,
hours flexible around school. Fun
staff teams, great experience
in working with elementary age
children, career advancement and
P/T WORK FOR SJSU STUDENTS good training opportunities.
Flexible hours after school
Teachers require minimum 6 units
in ECE. Recreation. Psychology.
*Internships and coops
Sociology and/cr Physical Education.
possible for all majors
scholarships
Please
call Mary Hoshiko at AO&
100 corporate
awarded annually
291-8894 for more information
and locations.
UP TO SLE.50 TO START
PART-TIME ASSISTANT needed
No experience necessary
for loan office. Advance quickly.
- training provided
Flexible schedule/afternoons. Call
*Apply at our HQ in San Jose
Mike at 261-1323.

DIAMOND BILLIARDS
Seeking: Assistant Manager
Counterperson/Cashier and
Waitress. Part-time, flexible hours.
Need to be: Friendly, outgoing
with strong customer service
skills and good work ethics. Apply
in person Mon. Fri. after 4pm.
4700 Almaden Expwy. San Jose
408/266-7665.
CALL 979-9700 FOR &FORMATION
JOBS AVAILABLE! Temp. FT/PT
Wok as receptionist,
Admin. Assist. Ship/Rec.
South Bay locations.
Flexible. Pay starts $9 & up.
Certified Personnel. 749-1570.

DRIVERS FOR FOOD DEUVERY
Needed ASAP
Top Pay + Great Tips!
FT/PT flexible schedule
Own car. 415/908.3403.
SOFTWARE ENGINEER Design,
code, debug and test software
for ADSL, RADSL, SDSL in
C and Assembly. BS EE/CS,
recent graduates welcome.
Experience in RS422 and ICE
preferred. FAX: 408-452-8381.
Websprint Communications, Inc.
See yinvw.websprintscom
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
is looking for neat, bright and
energetic people in the following
areas: Food Server (21+), host,
and busser. Apply in person, 2pm
to 4pm, Mon. thru Fri. @ 51 N.
San Pedro St. San Jose.

TUTORS NEEDED: Elementary
& High School Subjects. Earn
$15-$20/hr. Call Jack or Joan
408/227-6685.

*FOOD SERVICE *ESPRESSO BAR
*HOSTING FT & PT positions avail
in a busy family style restaurant.
All shifts available, flex hours.
58-$8.50/hr to start. 733-9446.
ask for Julia or Wendy.

CITIUNK PAGING & CELLULAR
seeks full/part time sales
person, data entry, customer
service & electronic technicians
Call 4084537243 or
Fax resume 408-441.9988.

SECURITY
Full and Part Time Positions
Graves. Swings and Weekends
Low key job sites
Will train
Abcom Private Security
408247-4827

PART-TIME SALES Staff tables
to promote nat’l credit card, offer
prizes to customers. Lunch time,
eves. weekends. The Pavilion, one
block frorn SJSU. $7/rr-v. 286-2076.

DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 school
seeks responsible individuals for
extended daycare. P/T in the
afternoon. No ECE units are
required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please contact
Cathy at 2441968 x16.

TEACHERS high quality, licensed
WANT TO MAKE MONEY in your drop-in childcare centers for 212
spare time? Do you have a great year olds.
voice and personality? For flex Flex PT/FT positions
time work with college radio Days. Eve. Weekends
stations nationwide. Call Wendy Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
at 360.1370.
Benefits available
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Co. car + Call Corp Office 260.7929
students provIded. Most work avail.
after school &Minds. Requires H.S. BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
grad, clean DMV. Good health & Earn to 525.00/hr salary tips
ocmmuspitin skits 408/971-7557 Students needed n the rnmediate
area FUltime/part time openings
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We Call today 1 415 968-9933
sell discount subcriptions to Bay International Bartenders School
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
STUDENTS NEEDED
Flexible hrs. 9am 9prn. Downtown
near !wheal 4 blocks from SJSU.
Eam while you Learn Program
Have all your expenses paid,
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
while you go to school.
Promotions 494-0200.
Pay your tuition with CASH
Graduate with 6-figure income.
PRESCHOOL TEACHER NEEDED
Call recordingi4081271 6993
Close to campus.
Mornings, Afternoons or Fulktime
COME TO WHERE THE BREAD is
57/hr. and up. 2-5 year olds.
High quality center
baked! Le Boulanger. family owned
bakery/cafe seeks friendly.
571 N. 3rd St.
outgoing individuals to join our
Lauren 286-1533
ream as Bussers. Sales Clerks.
Supervisors, and Assistant Man
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
agers $5 $12 houriy, no expo,
P/f Elementary Schools
Degree or Credential NOT Recjuirert ence necessary 18 iocations
Opportunity fa Teechrg Experience. including Downtown San Jose
Apply at any location or 305 N
Need Car,
Vooe Mae (408) 287 4170a1. 408 Mathilda. Sunnyvale, 94086. Cali
Ea, ME
408 7749000 orfie 40852398111

DIGUSH MON IDITING
Experienced with the needs
of Foreign Students,
Credentialed Teacher & M A
Call Jessica (408)9788034
IN4101111 COMPUTER wromma
Upgrade, Consulting, Install, DOS.
Windows, Win 95. Won NT. Office.
Word, Internet, Netscape. Int Em
Game on our Computers or Surf
the Web
’A PLACE TO PLAY" at
832 Malone in Willow Glen. Avail
9am 11pm, 7 days a week Cali
Roy 292 3167, Store: 2670227

WORK AT HOME
WE NEED HELP
#1 Health & Nutrition Company
Looking fir help with local. National.
& International EXPANSION.
Founded in 1980
*Shares Pubicy Traded cn NASDAC
50 States & 36 foreign countries
*Sales of $1.2 Billion by 2000
No minimum sales quotas
No territorial restrictions
Part-Trne $500-51500
Full-Time $1500 to 55000
*Work from Home Apt or Dorm
‘FULL TRAINING
No experience necessary
Qualify for paid vacations
CALL NOW (408) 345-7000
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. Ali shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Call or aptly n person, thasSun 77.
408286-5880.5650 Steam he.
Between San Cats art Patience
tehnd the Card and Party Roe. Si
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $600/montn!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 19-40 years old.
Univ. St udent s/Grads/Facutty
Contact California Cryobank
1-650-324 1900, M -F, 8-4:30.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these hither contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
in addition, readers should
carefully Irwesligate di times
onedrqg employment listings
weeopene for Mermen!
%rations or merchandise.
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Print your ad here.
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Ad
C

VALET PARKING P/T nights &
weekends for special events in
Los Gatos and Saratoga area.
PoIrte, well groomer’ & professional
attitude only. 19 years+, $6 $8
per hour + tips. Call Mike at
1-8004325-3871.
SPORTS CITY CAFE
NOW HIRING
Food servers, Hosts. Hostess,
Food runners. Cooks. Dishwashers.
Cocktail servers. We offer flexible
schedules for students, paid
vacations, insurance, 401k. meal
discounts and an opportunity for
advancement. No experience
needed, we have a comprehensive
training program, so if you’ve
always wanted to work in a
Restaurant now is the time. Apply
in person today, tomorrow. anytime
at 150 S. 1st St. in the pavilion
mall. Bring a Picture ID and SS
card with you.

SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
is hiring FT & PT teachers and
aides for their school age day
care programs in the San Jose
area. AM and PM hours available.
Get great experience working
with children! Units in Psych. Soc,
ECE, Rec or ED required. Call
408,379-3200 ext 21.

TUTORING
TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra Geometry
Statistics Trig Calculus
Physics: Mechanics Electric
Compute-. Wrelows Veual Basic
English: ESL TOEFL
Spanish: Hadar - Leer Escribe
Call: Mike 40829/37576
Email mvera182880ad.corn

FAX: 924-3282

PHONE: 924-3277

WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510401-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Elem. school -age recreation
MEMOS= ORDER OFCHRIST program. P/T from 2-6pm. M F
during the school year. Some P/T
Bible Study, Lecture & Services
morning positions available from
Book Cafe & Reiki Center
approx. lam -ham. F/T during
348195 So. Bascom
summer camp. Xlnt salary, no
Sundays 6:00pm
(408)9788034
ECE req. Los Gatos -Saratoga
Recreation. Call Ala at 354-8700
WRITING ASSISTANCE most x223. (Not available school year?
subjects. Why suffer and get poor Call for summer employment:
grades when help is available? lifeguards & camp leaders).
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
MOVIE THEATRE
college teacher) can help you
Now hiring for all positions.
with research & writing. Fast,
Flexible hours. Opportunity for
friendly, caring, confidential.
Advancement. Apply at:
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/ thesis specialist. AMC Saratoga 14. 700 El Paseo
de Saratoga, San Jose 95130.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
971-2277
spoken. Foreigners welcome) For
free tips, tools and ideas on PAY FOR YOUR EDUCATION!
how to improve your writing. Young telecommunications co.
visit our user-friendly Website seeking self-starters P/T: Call:
at http://www.aciplus.com 888/485-2158. Leave name,
Regular email: aellInatcontrim phone no., time to call you back;
Or write: Daniel, POB 4489, Ft CA day preferred for interview.
94404 (ask for free color brochue).
SPEEDSTERS CAFE
P/T salad sandwich servers
9:30am 3:30 Mon.-Fri.
HEALTH & BEAUTY
Energetic & Friendly. Apply at
86 South First/San Fernando.
DON’T WEIGITT1 lose 10 to 100 be
No drugs. 1008 safe, Dr. approved.
10% DISCOUNT to all STUDENTS. SPORTS MINDED San Jose Health
Great study energy. 408245.2310 & Fitness Company, needs team
Payers to help with expansion. If you
like working with people in a team
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
atmosphere, look no further. Call
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Ii appt: 408/ 2624988.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
Parttime, Flexible Hours.
247-7496.
$50 Hiring Bonus!
MEN 8 WOMEN
Great for Students!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. Serving Downtown SanJose,
Inner City Express.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us perm& 22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK
Tummy etc. Students & faculty the graveyard shift at 4th &
receive 15% discount. first appt. Santa Clara Chevron. Applicants
1/2 price rf made before 12/31/97. interested please call 295-3964.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E. Ask for Ofie.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
RNANCE / H.R. MILIORS - Do
(408) 379.3500.
you qualify for federal Work
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Study? If so, we have great opporOnly $57.00 per year.
tunities to gain valuable experk
once, working w/our Finance or
Save 30%- 60%
H.R. Depts. $8.00/hr, must work
on your dental needs.
15-20 hrs/wk. Call 2540828.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
ext. 201 or complete appl. at 438
N. White Rd., San Jose. EOE.

WADES DYNAMIC
AUTO BODY REPAIR
.Specializing in minor & mid-size
damage 24 hour service
Free pick up Free delivery
Free detailing .Free estimates
All makes & models
Insurance Work
Tel 408/287-8337
Pgr 408/9241102
"Where quality is a must"
23 day service with damages
that do not exceed $500 or
repair is at no cost "FREE".

by Dave Whamond
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Rates: 3-line minimum

3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines
$1 for

Two
One
Day
Days
$7
$5
$6
Si
$9
Si
$10
each additional line

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day. rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold tor no extra charge
Up to 5 addrtional words availed, in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines
3-9 lines $70
15-19 lines $110

$90

Five Andrew
Days
$13 Csy Soo
$14
nsaw
$15
Si’
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Oassifieds
San Jose State University
San.kee. CA 95192-0149

Please check .1
one classification:
Zo cork.

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hat Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
III AN ads are gaped No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (406) 9243277

Campus Clubs
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announoernents’
Lost and Frond**
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For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc ’
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities
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Services*
HealthBeauty
SportsThrehr
Insurance
Entertanmenr
Travel
Tutoring"
Word Processing
Scholarshps

Spocial student rates available for these classifications. 0.00 for a 3 lino ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DB H209. between 10am and 2pm Student ID required.
-Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days. as a service to the campus community
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